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What is Home Extension?  

Home extension can be regarded as the process of carrying out 

home improvement activities to increase the space of a home. It 

is the easiest way of providing an extra space in a home. Home 

extension can be adding one or more new bedrooms to your 

home, extending your living room, creating a store, and all.  

When planning home extension, you need to figure out what 

space would be perfect for the additions. Most homeowners with 

roofed garage are after removing the roof of the garage and 

extending their homes above the garage. This is a fantastic 

option.  

Taking Advantage of the Space above an Existing 

Garage  

When considering selecting the perfect place for home additions, 

you need to consider a space that’ll not affect any existing part of 

the home. A perfect space to think of in a house is the space 

above an existing garage. You can take advantage of the space 

above your home garage for additions if the garage was just built 

outside your home.  

Instead of wasting the space above your garage, you could join 

the garage to your home by building an extension above it. By 

doing this, you’re creating more space for your home. It requires 

serious work and effort to build an extension using the space 

above a garage, but the benefits are incredible.   

 

Benefits of using the Space above an Existing Garage to extend your Home  

If you’re thinking of doing home extensions, taking advantage of the space above your existing detached garage could be 

the best option. Here are the benefits you’ll get from using this space:   

Value  

Generally, home extension or addition is a perfect way to add value to a home. It is one of the home improvement 

activities often considered by homeowners when looking to enhance home space and at the same time add value to their 

home. Taking advantage of the space above your existing garage would add value to your house while increasing its 

living space. It is not new that making your home bigger through additions is perfect to improve the appearance of the 

home.  

Comfort  

Using the space above your garage for home additions is a perfect way to increase quality of living. If you’re looking to 

add a bedroom or increase the size of your living room to improve the comfort of your home, using the space above your 
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existing garage might just be the best option. Get the comfort you deserve in your second floor by extending your home 

above the garage.     

Less Cost 

If your family is growing and you’re not finding it convenient to keep your people in your home. Instead of moving out of 

the home, you could build one or two rooms as additions using the space above the existing garage. The cost of building 

a home extension is fair compared to building or buying another home. To save yourself cost, you could take advantage 

of the space above your garage for home additions instead of wasting it.  

Extra Living Space 

This is obviously the main purpose of adding extension to homes. If you need to enlarge your living room or build 

additional rooms, it could easily be done using the space above your existing garage. This serves as a perfect alternative 

to buying new home. With careful planning, you can increase the size of your living room and at the same time add a new 

room using the space above your garage.   

Things to do Before Concluding on Using the Space Above your Garage for Home Extension  

When considering using the space above your existing garage for home additions, it is important that you put some things 

in place. They include:  

Know what you want  

If you’re thinking of using the space above your garage for home extension, you need to know what you’ll be using the 

space for. Figure it out on your own if you want to build new rooms or extend any existing rooms.  

Connect with an Architectural Designer  

After making up your mind as regards the type of additions you want on the space above your garage, get in touch with an 

designer to inspect your home. The designer would be able to design what your home extension would look like and 

advice you on the steps to take in adding extension above your garage.  

Plan ahead  

Prior to giving out the project, plan yourself ahead in terms of cost. This could also be done with the help of the 

architectural designer. A professional would help you in the planning of turning the space above your existing garage into 

home extension.   

Conclusion  

Home extension is a better way of adding value to home. However, there are several other benefits associated with using 

the space above your garage for home extension, most of which are discussed in this article. Working with a designer for 

your home addition is the best option you have not to end up going the wrong way.  
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